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During my two weeks in the USA, the 
program organized by the KE Foundation 
was really inspiring and motivating. It 
prepared us well and gave us early exposure 
to the world out there. We also made quite a 
lot of friends from various countries, and all of 
us still contact one another from time to 
time. KE definitely did a great job in bringing 
us together. Diana 

USA

KE got me ready for 
the next few years of 
my college life, and for 
getting to meet new 
people from different 
backgrounds. It was also 
an eye-opener to see the 
different cultures that 
one university could have.
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Oscar 
UK

KE provides a fantastic experience, which 
not only allows upcoming students to 
explore various education systems and 
cultures, but also provides an opportunity 
to make new friends from many different 
backgrounds.  I’m still in contact with 
many friends from the programme.

Emerine 
Malaysia 

hand with guest speakers and 
lecturers was a golden 
opportunity to widen my 
intellectual and cultural horizons. 

Caryl 
Malaysia
(Currently attending 
Cambridge University)
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Serbia
(Currently attending 
Cambridge University)

KE was a great introduction 
to what it’s like to live on 
campus at a US university! 

David 
Germany
(Currently attending 
Harvard University)

Sonja 
Germany

It was a delightful 
opportunity for me to 
experience a glimpse of 
student life in two of the 
best universities in the 
UK. And what made it 
even more meaningful 
for me was getting to 
build friendships with 
the organisers, student 
mentors and other
participants.

We often get feedback from our students about the life-changing impact of KE’s programmes. 
Students come back from their summer experience more culturally enriched, more confident 
about their interests, better equipped for university and the challenges of their future. Let these 
testimonials speak for themselves.  

I very much enjoyed the KE summer 
programme! Some of the people I met are 
still my friends, and one of them even 
attends the same university as me. Attending 
the KE programme definitely contributed 
to my decision to move to England for 
university. The workshops related to university 
applications were particularly helpful, 
because I already had a first draft of my 
personal statement when I started grade 12. 

Apart from having great 
fun on trips and 
extracurricular activities, I 
gained some precious 
knowledge in the 
field of business and 
finance. I would honestly 
recommend KE to 
anyone wanting to get a 
taste of university life and 
broaden their horizons! 

The experience was thrilling! I was really reluctant to 
leave the UK and the friendly staff and students at 
KE. On the cultural trips, I was thankful for the 
opportunity to walk the beautiful streets and explore 
renowned museums and 
historical sites in the UK, while 
being able to interact first 




